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Day 1 
The Power Portal
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We all have feminine and masculine, but we have learned to
downplay the feminine.
We never really explored what it's true potential is.
This is a sad waste of potential, and the reason why this Deep Dive
will open up new power, magic and potential for you.

Dr. Klara Adalena

Welcome in the Feminine Energy Deep Dive!
Today's title is: The Power Portal - quite the title!
What Power Portal will we open up? Portal of Feminine Energy.
You will discover your potential is way bigger than you thought and
the Feminine is the key.
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You will realize together they create Magic.
You always felt something bigger was in you - and maybe hoped a
partnerhsip with a man would give it to you.
But no man can give this to you. Our wings and lives have been clipped
because we have been living from the masculine.
Thousands of years of patriarchy have closed the doors on the Feminine.
It seemed like this lopsided life was the only way but right now, for
millions of women something inside is stirring, we are remembering.

Dr. Klara Adalena

You will discover new things within you - intuition, wisdom, portal opener.
and you will revalue things you know: feelings, inner safety, belonging.



Dr. Klara Adalena

What is Feminine Energy and why is it the Portal to our Magical Power?
It starts with Feelings. Feelings let you see the whole picture, create trust,
motivate, align with purpose, uncover hidden possibilities and risks.

But Feelings have come to be opposed to Mind, and Mind has been made OK
and Feelings suspicious. This is a false dichotomy.
Polyvagal theory shows a more accurate picture: Feelings can expand or limit
Mind. Feelings of Inner Safety open you up to intuition, other perspectives,
hidden risks. Fear, anger and repressed Feelings mean the Mind starts missing
out on cues and loses the big picture.

The beauty of Feelings is it expands your Mind, opening new portals. The Magic
is in Feelings. We are discovering Feelings are not separate from work, success
and creating impact.
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Mind without Feelings (Masculine) sees things that need to be fixed,
improved, controlled, protected, avoided. It stays on one level. It's
linear.

Mind infused with Feelings (Feminine) sees not things but purpose,
portals, connections, energy. It sees what the mind couldn't see and
aligns with a purpose far greater that what is here now. 
That's why the Feminine can create quantum leaps and breakthroughs
in dating, relationships, work and health.
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Once we align with the Feminine, it's like your bodymindsoul system
shifts into the right gear, inner and outer start matching, relationships go
next level, your energy starts humming and that's your Feminine Energy.

It attracts opportunities, clients, and men that align with your divine
purpose. It let's you create relationships that feel aligned. It takes your
success to a whole new level.  

That's why Feminine Energy is so important in my 1-on-1 mentoring, my
membership Receive the One and why we're exploring it in this Deep Dive.



Dr. Klara Adalena

Today I will invite you to explore what would shift in your life when
you give Feelings and the Feminine their rightful place. But first I
want to give you the truth of how Feminine and Masculine relate. 

If the Masculine is Yang, the Feminine is NOT Yin. The Feminine is Yin AND
Yang. The Feminine is the interplay between them. She is the Circle that
holds them both. It's this Feminine that has almost disappeared during
patriarchy and that we're claiming back now. This is what is opening all of
us, women and men, to quantum leaps, new energy levels, fabulous
relationships and wild success - without the hussle.



Klara 

Today's Invitation will uplevel your vision of your life. Your horizon will
expand. And the best thing is, it's only the beginning, we have 4 more
days, and the momentum will build every day.

It's on the next page, but first: Do sign up for the Masterclass on Friday
and mark it in your calendar. That's where the energy will peak and you
will get crystal clear on how to apply this in your life. The time is 11am-
1pm CET (10am-noon UK).

I'm super excited for what's to come, and hope you too. Do the
exercise, trust the process, and I'll see you tomorrow on the 2nd Day
of our Feminine Energy Deep Dive.
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https://queensloveacademy.com/feminine-energy-mc/


Dr. Klara Adalena

Today's invitation:
Allow yourself to journal, enquire, imagine, dream, receive insights
on what YOUR life would look like and how YOU would feel when
your Feminine Energy is humming and alive. 
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What struggles would fall away?
What would come within reach? 
Who would come into your life?
What and who would the new energy level attract?
What else?

Trust the process, do not judge what comes up and enjoy! To be
witnessed, share in my fb group Queens Rising - The Art of
Abundant Love & Life

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1335642463220759

